Therapy Equipment by Jenx
A colourful, simple and flexible range of products to
help with support or specific therapy treatment

Always Supportive...

Therapy Equipment

Jenx Therapy items are bright, easy
to use therapy aids that children can
quickly start to benefit from without
undergoing formal assessment.
The simple design of the Therapy range means
they can offer benefits for a number of children
within a department rather than after
assessment for an individual child. They can
help with support or specific therapy
treatment such as postural drainage or prone
lying, and can be used as part of regular
therapy programmes.
The Therapy range includes items that are
simple and flexible, whilst providing fun,
comfort and achievement for children with all
kinds of developmental needs. There are rolls
and wedges to climb over, or to rest on or over,
and tables and chairs that you can use to take
part in all your favourite floor based activities.
Use the nursery table to play games on with a
friend, or tilt it into an easel so you can create
marvellous works of art and creativity.
And Ziggy is a bendy wonder!

by Jenx

Ziggy by Jenx
Ziggy offers a unique experience in positioning.
Ziggy is used for play, support, therapy, rest and imaginative
play. There are many ways to use Ziggy: to promote activity
such as crawling, to promote balance when used for sitting
either astride or to one side, to support a posture by placing
Ziggy behind or in front of a child to help to maintain an
overall body posture and the list goes on.
This highly adaptable long, soft and flexible product is square
in cross section and can be bent at a number of points to
create many different shapes. It can be easily transported
too, so if you are away from home and need a corner seat
to support a young child, simply bend Ziggy round into a ‘U’
shape and place on the floor – an instant corner seat.
If you want to place your child prone with shoulders raised,
but you don’t have a wedge, simply place him or her in
position over Ziggy and bend the product around their hips
to keep your child in mid-line.

Everyone can find a use for Ziggy, the question is:
how many uses for Ziggy can you come up with?

Always Encouraging
Therapy equipment can improve your child’s outlook on the
world and benefit in a variety of ways.
Aids postural
control and
stability

Encourages balance
and muscle
development

Helps digestion,
bowel and bladder
emptying

Assists activity
and functionality

Assists freedom
to explore and
be creative

Provides rest
and relaxation,
minimising
fatigue

Provides
opportunities
to increase
social skills

Children gain huge
psychological and
physical benefits from
therapy programmes,
using equipment that
can aid physical, social
and developmental
improvements.

Comfortable
Generously padded to
provide soft, extremely
comfortable support.

Easy
Clean
The covers for Ziggy are machine
washable and can be tumble dried,
making it really easy to keep Ziggy clean.
Ziggy itself is fully upholstered in waterproof,
wipeable, breathable, antibacterial fabric, which
repels fluid, wipes easily and remains hygienic.

Provides a new
perspective and
ways to participate

Ziggy
Size 1 mm/inch

L: 1200mm H: 100mm W: 100mm / L: 47¼ H: 4 W: 4

Size 2 mm/inch

L: 1200mm H: 150mm W: 150mm / L: 47¼ H: 5¾ W: 5¾

Flexible and
Versatile

Ziggy can be bent to
offer support to bodies,
limbs and joints in lots of
very intricate and specific
ways. The shapes are
retained under gentle
pressure. While its long
length means it offers lots
of support and can be
formed into whole circles
of support if necessary.
Ziggy can be used to
support almost anyone in
any position. It works well
with Dreama™ where you
wish to support a defined
whole body or limb
posture.

Wedges, Rolls and Mats
A range of soft, colourful and comfortable supports in various shapes and sizes, which can
be used to create play opportunities and for specific therapy treatments.
Wedges:

Mats:

Can be used for prone and also supine lying and have
accessories to enhance postural control and stability.

These are custom made to the size and shape your
child needs.

Rolls:

When you have decided what you need, simply get in touch
with us at Jiraffe, and we’ll send you out a form which will
allow you to specify measurements and other requirements,
then we will provide you with a full quotation.

Can be used in lying to support both legs at the knees.
This tends to increase the stability of the child and helps to
prevent legs rolling to the side or the child “windsweeping”.
T-rolls are particularly effective in reducing windsweep in lying.

Please bear in mind that custom-made items cannot be
returned so do take great care with your measuring.

Rolls are also a great aid to practice sitting balance and to
practice sit to stand, whilst maintaining a neutral or abducted
hip position for the child to improve the standing position
achieved.

features and benefits
Always Thoughtful Outstanding

Durable, Colourful Colours
Covers made from durable
fabrics (and 5 different colour
options) lengthen the life of your
product.

Range of Accessories
Wedges used for prone lying can have
straps to keep a child centred on the
wedge, side walls to prevent active
children from rolling off the wedge and
abduction blocks to maintain a neutral or
abducted hip position in prone lying.

c
b

Easy Care
Plus the easy clean, water repellent, fire
retardant covers make your item safe,
easy to keep clean and pleasant to use.

a

d

Wedges used for supine lying can also
have straps, side walls and abduction and
may well be used in conjunction with a roll
to offer a comfortable position for the legs
whilst reducing abdominal cavity pressure,
especially helpful immediately after a meal.

Always Configurable Accessories
Abduction block for Wedge
Abduction block to help maintain
a neutral or abducted hip position
in prone lying. Comes in 2 sizes.

Side Walls for Wedge
Side Walls help prevent
children from rolling off the
wedge. Come in 3 sizes.

Wedges: See above diagram for size a,b,c,d area.
Size 1 mm/inch

a:600mm x b:190mm x c:600mm x d:20mm / a:23¾ x b:7½ x c:23¾ x d:¾

Size 2 mm/inch

a:500mm x b:150mm x c:500mm x d:20mm / a:19¾ x b:5¾ x c:19¾ x d:¾

Size 3 mm/inch

a:1200mm x b:350mm x c:600mm x d:20mm / a:47¼ x b:13¾ x c:23¾ x d:¾

Size 4 mm/inch

a:920mm x b:300mm x c:600mm x d:20mm / a:36¼ x b:11¾ x c:23¾ x d:¾

Size 5 mm/inch

a:600mm x b:210mm x c:600mm x d:50mm / a:23¾ x b:18¼ x c:23¾ x d:¾

Rolls:

Mats:

Size 1 mm/inch

L/D 600mm x 300mm / 23¾ x 11¾

Size 2 mm/inch

L/D 900mm x 300mm / 35½ x 11¾

Size 3 mm/inch

L/D 1200mm x 300mm / 47¼ x 11¾

Size

Custom made to your
specification

Standard Strap
for Wedge
Straps keep a child
centred on the wedge

Corner Seat
The Corner Seat is available in
three sizes to suit children from six
months to approximately 10 years.
It is an adjustable floor based seating
system for infants and young children and
offers support in long sitting, which is
children’s usual first sitting position.
The Corner Seat has an adjustable height
back and can be used with or without the
upper back support. An abduction block is
used to help keep your child well positioned,
with their hips neatly back into the seat.

by Jenx

The corner shape helps to maintain your
child in midline and, if you prefer to have a
flat back with wings at the side, there are
small triangular cushions available to place
at the back to provide this setting.
The Corner Seat is a bright, comfortable
and ideal first seat for any child, and can
be used with the Jenx Nursery Table.
Small touch and close tape straps are used
to keep the two products safely connected
to each other whilst in use.

Always Thoughtful Outstanding
features and benefits
Head
Support
Adjustable upper
support can be
used to support
head or shoulders.

Trunk
Positioning
Sturdy ‘wings’ and
corner design help to
maintain symmetry of
your child’s spine.

Activities
Can be used with the Jenx
Nursery Table to create a
great working space for
lots of fun activities including
working and playing with
other children across the table.

Always Configurable Accessories
Corner Seat Abduction block
For abduction when long sitting, the
abduction block is adjustable to ensure
the right position for the child.
Corner Seat Triangular Cushions
For those who prefer to have a flat back
with wings. The triangular cushions can
also be used beside the legs to prevent
external rotation of the legs.

Floor Sitting
Simple first seat to
introduce children
to floor sitting. Long
sitting, with the legs
stretched out in front,
helps to maintain the
length of the muscles
behind the knee.

The Jenx Corner
Seat has various
accessories to
ensure it meets
every child’s
needs.

Nursery Table

by Jenx

The Jenx Nursery Table is available in three sizes to suit children from nine months to six years old.
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Always Thoughtful Outstanding
features and benefits

Height Adjustable
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Corner Seat Tape Straps

Touch and close tape straps
for attaching the Jenx Nursery
Table, so your child can enjoy
all sorts of fun activities.

Visit jenx.com for additional
product details.

Useful Cutout Detail
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Advanced Side Lying Board by Jenx
Side Lying Boards offer supported comfort to children while resting or during
play activities. Side lying is a great position in which to recharge and also for
joining in with classroom activities.
The Jenx Advanced Side Lying Board is not only comfortable, but both the lying and back support
surface can be adjusted to prevent children rolling forward. An optional support pack is also
available which comprises head support and two leg supports to offer support for the legs to help
to maintain a neutral hip position.
Larger sizes of the Jenx Advanced Side Lying Board come with a mobile plinth to raise the lying
surface to waist height, which means ease of hoisting, less manual handling for carers and also
means children can interact with peers more easily.
Jenx Advanced Side Lying Boards offer great support for children who have poor postural control,
low muscle tone or have a tendency to curve to the side. In side lying the back is fully supported
preventing the spine from curving. The generous upholstery means that children can be safely and
comfortably supported during rest or activities. Sturdy, adjustable straps come as standard.

Always Thoughtful Outstanding
features and benefits

Comfortable, Adjustable Back Support
Full length support for a child means they feel
safe and can relax. The back can be angled to
help to prevent your child rolling forwards.

Comfortable,
Adjustable
Lying Surface
The well-upholstered
surface is comfortable
to lie on and wide
enough for your child
to feel secure. The
angle of the surface
can be altered to
slope your child
slightly backwards
to prevent him or her
rolling forward.

Wide Safety Straps
For added security,
wide straps are used
to keep your child well
positioned and to add
to his or her safety. The
straps will normally be
used around the chest
and hips, but each child
may need support in a
slightly different way.

Jenx Advanced Side Lying Board Technical Specification
Side Lying Boards

Units

SL2P Size 2

Age Range (Approx)

Months/Years

Base Size

mm/inch

Max User Weight

SL3P Size 3

SL4P Size 4

9mths - 4yrs

3yrs - 9yrs

8yrs - 18yrs

950 x 410 / 37½ x 16

1250 x 480 / 49¼ x 19

1860 x 680 / 73¼ x 26¾

Kg/lbs

80 / 176¼

80 / 176¼

80 / 176¼

Bench Length

mm/inch

1335 / 52½

1640 / 64½

1935 / 76

Bench Width

mm/inch

555 / 22

650 / 28½

740 / 29

Bench Angle (Supine/Prone)

Degrees

15°/0°

15°/0°

15°/0°

Back Angle (Supine/Prone)

Degrees

25°/90°

25°/90°

25°/90°

Back Height from Bench

mm/inch

330 / 13

350 / 13¾

400 / 15¾

Floor to Bench Height

mm/inch

590 / 23¼

625 / 24½

760 / 30

Bright and Colourful
The Therapy range from Jenx has the ability to brighten everyone’s day with a range of 5 sizzling
shades to choose from:

lime pattern

grey pattern

pink pattern

red pattern

blue pattern

lime

grey

pink

red

blue

To arrange a demonstration or assessment with the Jenx Therapy range, just get in touch!

Code: TH/Jenx/2014

Waistcoat Harness

Activity Frame

Wooden Low Base

Sandal Raising Blocks

Provides additional trunk support
to children with low tone. Attach,
detach and flip away in seconds
with a single hand – no tools
required.

Great for encouraging
head control and
hand/eye co-ordination.
Easy to attach and adjust.
Comes with two clips for
attaching toys or other
items.

Exceptional value, the
Jenx Wooden Low Base
for the Bee Seating
System offers fixed
height seating (400mm)
which is compact,
economical and stylish.
It features lockable swivel
castors and Tilt-In-Space
with a recline to 20°.

Available for every size of Jenx
sandals, the raising block kits
give the sandals that extra bit of
height where needed! Use to
accommodate for leg length
discrepancy or use to
raise the height of the
footplate on any
product to maximise
the available growth.

Footplate Pad

NB: One kit needed per
individual sandal.

Armrests
Provided as a pair, the Jenx
armrests are independently
adjustable for height and
angle. Clear markings
make it easy to set the
armrests at the correct
height.
NB: Required for using a
tray.

Nursery Tray
A useful surface for work,
feeding or play, made from
food grade plastic providing
a hygienic and easy to
clean surface. Contrasting
tray edging gives a definitive
boundary particularly useful
for children with visual impairments and is also raised to
allow toys or other items to be securely fastened in
place. It’s also available with reduced cut-out for babies
and small children.
NB: Suction toys, anchors or grab bars will not work
with this tray – to use these items with the Bee please
see the nursery laminate tray.

Nursery Laminate Tray
A useful surface for work,
feeding or play, made from
composite laminate
providing a hygienic and
easy to clean surface.
Contrasting tray edging
gives a definitive boundary particularly useful for children
with visual impairments and is also raised to allow toys
or other items to be securely fastened in place. Perfect
surface for use with suction toys, anchors or grab bars.

Padding on Tray Edge
Extra cushioning for the
tray edge adjacent to the
child. Attaches simply with
Velcro and is covered in
wipe-clean PU fabric.

Jenx Bee Technical Specifications

Seating

Units

Bee
NM01

mths/yrs

4mths - 5yrs

kg/lbs

25 / 55

Back Angle (recline/prone)

degrees

10º - 15º

Back Pad Height (seat to top min/max)

mm/inch

270 - 360 / 10½ - 14

Booties

X-Base (footprint)

mm/inch

610 - 620 / 24 - 24½

Available for the smallest
Jenx seating systems,
booties provide gentle
and comfortable support
for tiny feet even without
shoes. They are soft and
extra padded with no
fiddly straps, press studs
or buckles.

Y-Base (footprint)

mm/inch

650 - 780 / 25½ - 30¾

Wooden Base (footprint)

mm/inch

500 - 600 / 19¾ - 23½

Chest Width (min/max)

mm/inch

150 - 270 / 6 - 10½

Hip Width (min/max)

mm/inch

130 - 250 / 5 - 9¾

Seat Height From Floor (X-Base min/max)

mm/inch

340 - 510 / 13¼ - 20

Seat Height From Floor (Y-Base min/max)

mm/inch

285 - 750 / 11¼ - 29½

Knee Block

Seat Height From Floor (Wooden Low Base/High Base)

mm/inch

400 - 550 / 15¾ - 21½

Easy to use knee block
with fully adjustable knee
cups which can be used
to control legs and create
abduction or adduction
or control windsweeping.

Seat Depth

mm/inch

110 - 350 / 4¼ - 13¾

Lower Leg Length

mm/inch

95 - 345 / 3¾ - 13½

Depth With Long Leg Conversion (min/max)

mm/inch

370 - 560 / 14½ - 22

Tilt-In-Space Angle (X and Y Base recline/prone)

degrees

30º - 10º

Tilt-In-Space Angle (Wooden Base Recline)

degrees

20º

Grab Bar
Perfect for
children who
need to fix one
hand to increase
functionality.

Abduction Blocks
Available in two
sizes providing
different levels of
abducted seating.

Attach to the footplate to give a
softer surface for children who
don’t need more structured foot
positioning.

Sandals
Available in 4 different sizes to
accommodate any size of foot,
even when wearing splints, Jenx
sandals are interchangeable
across the entire range of Jenx
seating and standing products.

Always Adaptable

X-Base
A compact, robust and cost
effective base with high-low
and tilt-in-space functionality.
With lockable, swivel castors
and a height range of
340-510mm. Tilt-In-Space
30° recline – 10° prone.

Age Range (approx)
Max User Weight

Standing

Sleeping

Therapy

Bee by Jenx
A fully adjustable, modular seating system specifically designed
for young children from 4 months – 5 years

Always here

To arrange a demonstration or assessment with the Jenx Bee seating system,
just get in touch!

My name is:

Y-Base

Please ring me on:

The most flexible base in
the Jenx range, the Y-base
offers a huge range of
height adjustment alongside
tilt-in-space functionality
and lockable, swivel
castors. Tilt-in-Space 30°
recline – 10° prone .

Or email me at:

Always Supportive…

Wooden High Base
Tray Elbow Blocks
Used to encourage arms
into a midline position
and/or to block
excessive retraction.

Exceptional value, the Jenx
Wooden High Base for the
Bee Seating System offers
fixed height seating (550mm)
which is compact,
economical and stylish.
It features lockable swivel
castors and Tilt-In-Space
with a recline to 20°.

Jenx Limited, Wardsend Road, Sheffield S6 1RQ, United Kingdom
tel: +44 (0) 114 285 3376
email: export@jenx.com
web:www.jenx.com

Visit jenx.com for more information.

Code: NM/Jenx/2014

Jenx Limited, Wardsend Road, Sheffield S6 1RQ, United Kingdom
tel: +44 (0) 114 285 3376
email: export@jenx.com
www.jenx.com

Bee by Jenx

Always Thoughtful

Always Supportive

Every position a child adopts has an effect on their development
and functional movement now and in the future.

Styled specifically to appeal to very young children and their families, and developed in
conjunction with therapists and carers, the Bee seating system by Jenx is an ideal
playful and gentle introduction to supported seating. It provides an outstanding level of
versatility through a comprehensive range of fixed and height adjustable bases, along
with a wide variety of head, trunk, leg and foot support options. This means each Bee
can be precisely tailored to the exact needs of each individual child. Adjustable back
angle and tilt in space options, alongside the ability to accommodate babies as small
as 4 months right through to children of around 5 years, mean the Bee really does tick
every box for maximum functionality, flexibility and style!

Bright and Friendly
The diagnosis of a child with special needs is often very
upsetting for families who may struggle to come to terms
with all this can mean. Parents and carers can sometimes
find it hard to accept the help and equipment their child
needs at this difficult time. With this in mind the Jenx Bee
has been carefully designed to offer the best in early
intervention support in a gentle, bright and friendly way.
Parents often comment on the huge difference the
thoughtful design of the Jenx Bee has in helping them
accept and use supported seating for their very
young children.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

From 10° recline through to 15°
prone this feature can be used
to create the required hip angle
for the optimum seating position
for each child.

Simply and firmly attached
and removed with just
two screws, the long leg
sitting board can be used
permanently or
intermittently, both for
very young children or
those needing an extra
stretch to the thighs
or calves.

Adjustable Seat Depth
To ensure the fit is exactly
right for each child the seat
depth is fully adjustable
from 110-350mm.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Angle-Adjustable Footplate
To accommodate or encourage
dorsi or plantar flexion, adjustable
quickly and simply with the turn
of a button. Shown flipped up.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Adjustable Back
Height
From 270-360mm as
your child grows, the
Bee grows with them!

Height
Adjustment
4 different base
options with a
variety of fixed
or adjustable
heights allow the
flexibility for each
child to enjoy
activities from floor
level, to breakfast
bar height.

Accessories
Accessories

The Jenx Bee’s wide range of accessories and optional extras mean it can be highly
customised for every child’s needs. Visit jiraffe.org.uk for additional accessory details.

Bee Seat Unit

Slim Thoracic Support Pads

Suitable for children from as
young as 4mths to around 5yrs,
the Bee seat unit provides all the
basics for a solid seating
foundation, including:

Available in a range of sizes
with regular, or high/low rise
brackets, these slimline
trunk support pads are
made from flexible and
hygienic PU. Each size is
available as a wrap around
support with adjustable
chest strap or shorter prompt support without strap.
There is a single handed push button flip away action
on all supports and they are independently adjustable
for height and width. Can be offset to brace a scoliosis
or accommodate other skeletal deformities.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Padded seat and back
Adjustable, flip away PU hip pads
Adjustable footpost
Angle-adjustable footplate
Lapstrap with groin safety strap
Push handle
Flat headrest – this can also be used as
an infill back pad for
taller children.

Lumbar Pad
Multigrip™ Headrests

Flat Head Rest/Upper Back Pad

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Always Configurable

The original and innovative
Jenx Multigrip™ headrest is
now available in 3 sizes for all
Jenx seating systems. All Jenx
Multigrip™ head supports
have a choice of various highly
flexible fixing brackets, all of
which give adjustment for
height, depth and angle.

A stable base
supports, develops
and can provide
greater independence
and interaction with
friends and family,
resulting in more
smiles for everyone!

Long Leg Sitting Board

Jenx Waistcoat Harness
Fantastic harnesses in a range of sizes to work across
the entire range of Jenx seating products. Jenx put the
same level of thoughtful design into their small products
as their big ones, meaning that accessories are great
pieces of kit in their own right as well as complementing
the innovative design features of the main product.
Providing firm and gentle trunk support to children with
low tone, the Jenx waistcoat harness is easy for carers to
use - made to attach, detach and flip away in seconds
with a single hand. The zip is purposefully installed upside
down, allowing access to abdominal feeding sites while
maintaining good upper trunk control. A soft fabric surface
against the child, with a wipe-clean front, make it both
effective and practical for positioning support and for
during feeding.
PU Support Pads
Polyurethane, or PU is a highly flexible and versatile
material used across many elements in the Jenx range. It
is impervious to fluids and therefore easy to clean and
ideal from an infection control and re-issue point of view.
Covers are available for many PU accessories and are
recommended for additional comfort and to further extend
the life of these items.

Back Angle Adjustment

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Outstanding
features and benefits

Flip-away PU Support Pads
Included as standard for hip
support and available in two sizes
for optional trunk support. They
have an easy, single-handed flip
away action and are made from
PU. These supports are fully
flexible, easy to clean and
impervious to fluids making them
simple, hygienic and robust.

Height Adjustment
Young children typically spend their time playing on the
floor, sitting in highchairs or working at low tables in their
nursery or school environment. It can be a challenge to
provide those children who need it the additional support
in seating, whilst still enabling access to activities at every
height necessary to facilitate engagement with their
parents/carers and peers. The Bee range includes a
choice of four different bases – from simple and affordable
fixed-height options through to fully adjustable
multi-height designs, there is something to suit every
environment and budget, so no child misses out!

Included as standard with every
Bee seating unit and also
available as an additional
accessory, this is a simple
headrest for children who require
only very minimal head support.
Can be used to extend the back
pad height as the child and in
addition to any other compatible
Jenx headrest.

Jenx Multigrip™
The original Jenx Multigrip™ headrest is a unique and
pioneering design, carefully developed to mimic the
infinitely adjustable support offered by caring hands.
Individual fingers on the Multigrip™ are adjusted to
cushion, support and control almost any head position.
Highly padded, removable and washable covers make
Jenx Multigrip™ head supports a practical solution for
almost any child. Multigrip™ head supports are available
in a range of different length and height options, all
including a choice of highly flexible fixing bracket, giving
adjustment for height, depth and angle. Through this
combination there is scope to block areas that may
otherwise pose a hazard to children prone to getting their
heads stuck beneath more conventional headrest designs.

Multigrip™ Shoulder Protractor

Exclusively to the Jenx Bee, Multigrip™ technology is also
available as a highly flexible shoulder protractor.

Visit jenx.com for additional
product details.

A unique and innovative
Jenx design, the
trademarked Multigrip™
shoulder protractor is
available exclusively on
the bee. Cushioned
fingers provide flexible
support and it simply
slots into place beneath
the headrest,
encouraging children to
bring arms into midline.

Simply Velcro into place
to give additional lumbar
support.

Additional Back Pad
A deeper 50mm backpad to
reduce the seat depth for really
small children. Simply Velcro
into place behind the standard
25mm back pad – easily
removed when no longer
needed.

Long-Leg Sitting Extension
Easily and firmly attached
and removed with just
two screws, the long leg
sitting board can be used
permanently or
intermittently for very
young children or those
needing an extra stretch
to the thighs or calves. Adjustable support blocks firmly
Velcro on. All other settings remain unchanged making
the change from regular to long leg sitting quick and
easy.

Foam Blocks
A pair of foam blocks
which can be used to fill
gaps or provide additional
support or cushioning
wherever it is needed.
Covered in wipe clean PU
fabric.

Bee by Jenx

Always Thoughtful

Always Supportive

Every position a child adopts has an effect on their development
and functional movement now and in the future.

Styled specifically to appeal to very young children and their families, and developed in
conjunction with therapists and carers, the Bee seating system by Jenx is an ideal
playful and gentle introduction to supported seating. It provides an outstanding level of
versatility through a comprehensive range of fixed and height adjustable bases, along
with a wide variety of head, trunk, leg and foot support options. This means each Bee
can be precisely tailored to the exact needs of each individual child. Adjustable back
angle and tilt in space options, alongside the ability to accommodate babies as small
as 4 months right through to children of around 5 years, mean the Bee really does tick
every box for maximum functionality, flexibility and style!

Bright and Friendly
The diagnosis of a child with special needs is often very
upsetting for families who may struggle to come to terms
with all this can mean. Parents and carers can sometimes
find it hard to accept the help and equipment their child
needs at this difficult time. With this in mind the Jenx Bee
has been carefully designed to offer the best in early
intervention support in a gentle, bright and friendly way.
Parents often comment on the huge difference the
thoughtful design of the Jenx Bee has in helping them
accept and use supported seating for their very
young children.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

From 10° recline through to 15°
prone this feature can be used
to create the required hip angle
for the optimum seating position
for each child.

Simply and firmly attached
and removed with just
two screws, the long leg
sitting board can be used
permanently or
intermittently, both for
very young children or
those needing an extra
stretch to the thighs
or calves.

Adjustable Seat Depth
To ensure the fit is exactly
right for each child the seat
depth is fully adjustable
from 110-350mm.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Angle-Adjustable Footplate
To accommodate or encourage
dorsi or plantar flexion, adjustable
quickly and simply with the turn
of a button. Shown flipped up.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Adjustable Back
Height
From 270-360mm as
your child grows, the
Bee grows with them!

Height
Adjustment
4 different base
options with a
variety of fixed
or adjustable
heights allow the
flexibility for each
child to enjoy
activities from floor
level, to breakfast
bar height.

Accessories
Accessories

The Jenx Bee’s wide range of accessories and optional extras mean it can be highly
customised for every child’s needs. Visit jiraffe.org.uk for additional accessory details.

Bee Seat Unit

Slim Thoracic Support Pads

Suitable for children from as
young as 4mths to around 5yrs,
the Bee seat unit provides all the
basics for a solid seating
foundation, including:

Available in a range of sizes
with regular, or high/low rise
brackets, these slimline
trunk support pads are
made from flexible and
hygienic PU. Each size is
available as a wrap around
support with adjustable
chest strap or shorter prompt support without strap.
There is a single handed push button flip away action
on all supports and they are independently adjustable
for height and width. Can be offset to brace a scoliosis
or accommodate other skeletal deformities.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Padded seat and back
Adjustable, flip away PU hip pads
Adjustable footpost
Angle-adjustable footplate
Lapstrap with groin safety strap
Push handle
Flat headrest – this can also be used as
an infill back pad for
taller children.

Lumbar Pad
Multigrip™ Headrests

Flat Head Rest/Upper Back Pad

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Always Configurable

The original and innovative
Jenx Multigrip™ headrest is
now available in 3 sizes for all
Jenx seating systems. All Jenx
Multigrip™ head supports
have a choice of various highly
flexible fixing brackets, all of
which give adjustment for
height, depth and angle.

A stable base
supports, develops
and can provide
greater independence
and interaction with
friends and family,
resulting in more
smiles for everyone!

Long Leg Sitting Board

Jenx Waistcoat Harness
Fantastic harnesses in a range of sizes to work across
the entire range of Jenx seating products. Jenx put the
same level of thoughtful design into their small products
as their big ones, meaning that accessories are great
pieces of kit in their own right as well as complementing
the innovative design features of the main product.
Providing firm and gentle trunk support to children with
low tone, the Jenx waistcoat harness is easy for carers to
use - made to attach, detach and flip away in seconds
with a single hand. The zip is purposefully installed upside
down, allowing access to abdominal feeding sites while
maintaining good upper trunk control. A soft fabric surface
against the child, with a wipe-clean front, make it both
effective and practical for positioning support and for
during feeding.
PU Support Pads
Polyurethane, or PU is a highly flexible and versatile
material used across many elements in the Jenx range. It
is impervious to fluids and therefore easy to clean and
ideal from an infection control and re-issue point of view.
Covers are available for many PU accessories and are
recommended for additional comfort and to further extend
the life of these items.

Back Angle Adjustment

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Outstanding
features and benefits

Flip-away PU Support Pads
Included as standard for hip
support and available in two sizes
for optional trunk support. They
have an easy, single-handed flip
away action and are made from
PU. These supports are fully
flexible, easy to clean and
impervious to fluids making them
simple, hygienic and robust.

Height Adjustment
Young children typically spend their time playing on the
floor, sitting in highchairs or working at low tables in their
nursery or school environment. It can be a challenge to
provide those children who need it the additional support
in seating, whilst still enabling access to activities at every
height necessary to facilitate engagement with their
parents/carers and peers. The Bee range includes a
choice of four different bases – from simple and affordable
fixed-height options through to fully adjustable
multi-height designs, there is something to suit every
environment and budget, so no child misses out!

Included as standard with every
Bee seating unit and also
available as an additional
accessory, this is a simple
headrest for children who require
only very minimal head support.
Can be used to extend the back
pad height as the child and in
addition to any other compatible
Jenx headrest.

Jenx Multigrip™
The original Jenx Multigrip™ headrest is a unique and
pioneering design, carefully developed to mimic the
infinitely adjustable support offered by caring hands.
Individual fingers on the Multigrip™ are adjusted to
cushion, support and control almost any head position.
Highly padded, removable and washable covers make
Jenx Multigrip™ head supports a practical solution for
almost any child. Multigrip™ head supports are available
in a range of different length and height options, all
including a choice of highly flexible fixing bracket, giving
adjustment for height, depth and angle. Through this
combination there is scope to block areas that may
otherwise pose a hazard to children prone to getting their
heads stuck beneath more conventional headrest designs.

Multigrip™ Shoulder Protractor

Exclusively to the Jenx Bee, Multigrip™ technology is also
available as a highly flexible shoulder protractor.

Visit jenx.com for additional
product details.

A unique and innovative
Jenx design, the
trademarked Multigrip™
shoulder protractor is
available exclusively on
the bee. Cushioned
fingers provide flexible
support and it simply
slots into place beneath
the headrest,
encouraging children to
bring arms into midline.

Simply Velcro into place
to give additional lumbar
support.

Additional Back Pad
A deeper 50mm backpad to
reduce the seat depth for really
small children. Simply Velcro
into place behind the standard
25mm back pad – easily
removed when no longer
needed.

Long-Leg Sitting Extension
Easily and firmly attached
and removed with just
two screws, the long leg
sitting board can be used
permanently or
intermittently for very
young children or those
needing an extra stretch
to the thighs or calves. Adjustable support blocks firmly
Velcro on. All other settings remain unchanged making
the change from regular to long leg sitting quick and
easy.

Foam Blocks
A pair of foam blocks
which can be used to fill
gaps or provide additional
support or cushioning
wherever it is needed.
Covered in wipe clean PU
fabric.

Bee by Jenx

Always Thoughtful

Always Supportive

Every position a child adopts has an effect on their development
and functional movement now and in the future.

Styled specifically to appeal to very young children and their families, and developed in
conjunction with therapists and carers, the Bee seating system by Jenx is an ideal
playful and gentle introduction to supported seating. It provides an outstanding level of
versatility through a comprehensive range of fixed and height adjustable bases, along
with a wide variety of head, trunk, leg and foot support options. This means each Bee
can be precisely tailored to the exact needs of each individual child. Adjustable back
angle and tilt in space options, alongside the ability to accommodate babies as small
as 4 months right through to children of around 5 years, mean the Bee really does tick
every box for maximum functionality, flexibility and style!

Bright and Friendly
The diagnosis of a child with special needs is often very
upsetting for families who may struggle to come to terms
with all this can mean. Parents and carers can sometimes
find it hard to accept the help and equipment their child
needs at this difficult time. With this in mind the Jenx Bee
has been carefully designed to offer the best in early
intervention support in a gentle, bright and friendly way.
Parents often comment on the huge difference the
thoughtful design of the Jenx Bee has in helping them
accept and use supported seating for their very
young children.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

From 10° recline through to 15°
prone this feature can be used
to create the required hip angle
for the optimum seating position
for each child.

Simply and firmly attached
and removed with just
two screws, the long leg
sitting board can be used
permanently or
intermittently, both for
very young children or
those needing an extra
stretch to the thighs
or calves.

Adjustable Seat Depth
To ensure the fit is exactly
right for each child the seat
depth is fully adjustable
from 110-350mm.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Angle-Adjustable Footplate
To accommodate or encourage
dorsi or plantar flexion, adjustable
quickly and simply with the turn
of a button. Shown flipped up.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Adjustable Back
Height
From 270-360mm as
your child grows, the
Bee grows with them!

Height
Adjustment
4 different base
options with a
variety of fixed
or adjustable
heights allow the
flexibility for each
child to enjoy
activities from floor
level, to breakfast
bar height.

Accessories
Accessories

The Jenx Bee’s wide range of accessories and optional extras mean it can be highly
customised for every child’s needs. Visit jiraffe.org.uk for additional accessory details.

Bee Seat Unit

Slim Thoracic Support Pads

Suitable for children from as
young as 4mths to around 5yrs,
the Bee seat unit provides all the
basics for a solid seating
foundation, including:

Available in a range of sizes
with regular, or high/low rise
brackets, these slimline
trunk support pads are
made from flexible and
hygienic PU. Each size is
available as a wrap around
support with adjustable
chest strap or shorter prompt support without strap.
There is a single handed push button flip away action
on all supports and they are independently adjustable
for height and width. Can be offset to brace a scoliosis
or accommodate other skeletal deformities.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Padded seat and back
Adjustable, flip away PU hip pads
Adjustable footpost
Angle-adjustable footplate
Lapstrap with groin safety strap
Push handle
Flat headrest – this can also be used as
an infill back pad for
taller children.

Lumbar Pad
Multigrip™ Headrests

Flat Head Rest/Upper Back Pad

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Always Configurable

The original and innovative
Jenx Multigrip™ headrest is
now available in 3 sizes for all
Jenx seating systems. All Jenx
Multigrip™ head supports
have a choice of various highly
flexible fixing brackets, all of
which give adjustment for
height, depth and angle.

A stable base
supports, develops
and can provide
greater independence
and interaction with
friends and family,
resulting in more
smiles for everyone!

Long Leg Sitting Board

Jenx Waistcoat Harness
Fantastic harnesses in a range of sizes to work across
the entire range of Jenx seating products. Jenx put the
same level of thoughtful design into their small products
as their big ones, meaning that accessories are great
pieces of kit in their own right as well as complementing
the innovative design features of the main product.
Providing firm and gentle trunk support to children with
low tone, the Jenx waistcoat harness is easy for carers to
use - made to attach, detach and flip away in seconds
with a single hand. The zip is purposefully installed upside
down, allowing access to abdominal feeding sites while
maintaining good upper trunk control. A soft fabric surface
against the child, with a wipe-clean front, make it both
effective and practical for positioning support and for
during feeding.
PU Support Pads
Polyurethane, or PU is a highly flexible and versatile
material used across many elements in the Jenx range. It
is impervious to fluids and therefore easy to clean and
ideal from an infection control and re-issue point of view.
Covers are available for many PU accessories and are
recommended for additional comfort and to further extend
the life of these items.

Back Angle Adjustment

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Outstanding
features and benefits

Flip-away PU Support Pads
Included as standard for hip
support and available in two sizes
for optional trunk support. They
have an easy, single-handed flip
away action and are made from
PU. These supports are fully
flexible, easy to clean and
impervious to fluids making them
simple, hygienic and robust.

Height Adjustment
Young children typically spend their time playing on the
floor, sitting in highchairs or working at low tables in their
nursery or school environment. It can be a challenge to
provide those children who need it the additional support
in seating, whilst still enabling access to activities at every
height necessary to facilitate engagement with their
parents/carers and peers. The Bee range includes a
choice of four different bases – from simple and affordable
fixed-height options through to fully adjustable
multi-height designs, there is something to suit every
environment and budget, so no child misses out!

Included as standard with every
Bee seating unit and also
available as an additional
accessory, this is a simple
headrest for children who require
only very minimal head support.
Can be used to extend the back
pad height as the child and in
addition to any other compatible
Jenx headrest.

Jenx Multigrip™
The original Jenx Multigrip™ headrest is a unique and
pioneering design, carefully developed to mimic the
infinitely adjustable support offered by caring hands.
Individual fingers on the Multigrip™ are adjusted to
cushion, support and control almost any head position.
Highly padded, removable and washable covers make
Jenx Multigrip™ head supports a practical solution for
almost any child. Multigrip™ head supports are available
in a range of different length and height options, all
including a choice of highly flexible fixing bracket, giving
adjustment for height, depth and angle. Through this
combination there is scope to block areas that may
otherwise pose a hazard to children prone to getting their
heads stuck beneath more conventional headrest designs.

Multigrip™ Shoulder Protractor

Exclusively to the Jenx Bee, Multigrip™ technology is also
available as a highly flexible shoulder protractor.

Visit jenx.com for additional
product details.

A unique and innovative
Jenx design, the
trademarked Multigrip™
shoulder protractor is
available exclusively on
the bee. Cushioned
fingers provide flexible
support and it simply
slots into place beneath
the headrest,
encouraging children to
bring arms into midline.

Simply Velcro into place
to give additional lumbar
support.

Additional Back Pad
A deeper 50mm backpad to
reduce the seat depth for really
small children. Simply Velcro
into place behind the standard
25mm back pad – easily
removed when no longer
needed.

Long-Leg Sitting Extension
Easily and firmly attached
and removed with just
two screws, the long leg
sitting board can be used
permanently or
intermittently for very
young children or those
needing an extra stretch
to the thighs or calves. Adjustable support blocks firmly
Velcro on. All other settings remain unchanged making
the change from regular to long leg sitting quick and
easy.

Foam Blocks
A pair of foam blocks
which can be used to fill
gaps or provide additional
support or cushioning
wherever it is needed.
Covered in wipe clean PU
fabric.

Bee by Jenx

Always Thoughtful

Always Supportive

Every position a child adopts has an effect on their development
and functional movement now and in the future.

Styled specifically to appeal to very young children and their families, and developed in
conjunction with therapists and carers, the Bee seating system by Jenx is an ideal
playful and gentle introduction to supported seating. It provides an outstanding level of
versatility through a comprehensive range of fixed and height adjustable bases, along
with a wide variety of head, trunk, leg and foot support options. This means each Bee
can be precisely tailored to the exact needs of each individual child. Adjustable back
angle and tilt in space options, alongside the ability to accommodate babies as small
as 4 months right through to children of around 5 years, mean the Bee really does tick
every box for maximum functionality, flexibility and style!

Bright and Friendly
The diagnosis of a child with special needs is often very
upsetting for families who may struggle to come to terms
with all this can mean. Parents and carers can sometimes
find it hard to accept the help and equipment their child
needs at this difficult time. With this in mind the Jenx Bee
has been carefully designed to offer the best in early
intervention support in a gentle, bright and friendly way.
Parents often comment on the huge difference the
thoughtful design of the Jenx Bee has in helping them
accept and use supported seating for their very
young children.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

From 10° recline through to 15°
prone this feature can be used
to create the required hip angle
for the optimum seating position
for each child.

Simply and firmly attached
and removed with just
two screws, the long leg
sitting board can be used
permanently or
intermittently, both for
very young children or
those needing an extra
stretch to the thighs
or calves.

Adjustable Seat Depth
To ensure the fit is exactly
right for each child the seat
depth is fully adjustable
from 110-350mm.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Angle-Adjustable Footplate
To accommodate or encourage
dorsi or plantar flexion, adjustable
quickly and simply with the turn
of a button. Shown flipped up.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Adjustable Back
Height
From 270-360mm as
your child grows, the
Bee grows with them!

Height
Adjustment
4 different base
options with a
variety of fixed
or adjustable
heights allow the
flexibility for each
child to enjoy
activities from floor
level, to breakfast
bar height.

Accessories
Accessories

The Jenx Bee’s wide range of accessories and optional extras mean it can be highly
customised for every child’s needs. Visit jiraffe.org.uk for additional accessory details.

Bee Seat Unit

Slim Thoracic Support Pads

Suitable for children from as
young as 4mths to around 5yrs,
the Bee seat unit provides all the
basics for a solid seating
foundation, including:

Available in a range of sizes
with regular, or high/low rise
brackets, these slimline
trunk support pads are
made from flexible and
hygienic PU. Each size is
available as a wrap around
support with adjustable
chest strap or shorter prompt support without strap.
There is a single handed push button flip away action
on all supports and they are independently adjustable
for height and width. Can be offset to brace a scoliosis
or accommodate other skeletal deformities.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Padded seat and back
Adjustable, flip away PU hip pads
Adjustable footpost
Angle-adjustable footplate
Lapstrap with groin safety strap
Push handle
Flat headrest – this can also be used as
an infill back pad for
taller children.

Lumbar Pad
Multigrip™ Headrests

Flat Head Rest/Upper Back Pad

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Always Configurable

The original and innovative
Jenx Multigrip™ headrest is
now available in 3 sizes for all
Jenx seating systems. All Jenx
Multigrip™ head supports
have a choice of various highly
flexible fixing brackets, all of
which give adjustment for
height, depth and angle.

A stable base
supports, develops
and can provide
greater independence
and interaction with
friends and family,
resulting in more
smiles for everyone!

Long Leg Sitting Board

Jenx Waistcoat Harness
Fantastic harnesses in a range of sizes to work across
the entire range of Jenx seating products. Jenx put the
same level of thoughtful design into their small products
as their big ones, meaning that accessories are great
pieces of kit in their own right as well as complementing
the innovative design features of the main product.
Providing firm and gentle trunk support to children with
low tone, the Jenx waistcoat harness is easy for carers to
use - made to attach, detach and flip away in seconds
with a single hand. The zip is purposefully installed upside
down, allowing access to abdominal feeding sites while
maintaining good upper trunk control. A soft fabric surface
against the child, with a wipe-clean front, make it both
effective and practical for positioning support and for
during feeding.
PU Support Pads
Polyurethane, or PU is a highly flexible and versatile
material used across many elements in the Jenx range. It
is impervious to fluids and therefore easy to clean and
ideal from an infection control and re-issue point of view.
Covers are available for many PU accessories and are
recommended for additional comfort and to further extend
the life of these items.

Back Angle Adjustment

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Outstanding
features and benefits

Flip-away PU Support Pads
Included as standard for hip
support and available in two sizes
for optional trunk support. They
have an easy, single-handed flip
away action and are made from
PU. These supports are fully
flexible, easy to clean and
impervious to fluids making them
simple, hygienic and robust.

Height Adjustment
Young children typically spend their time playing on the
floor, sitting in highchairs or working at low tables in their
nursery or school environment. It can be a challenge to
provide those children who need it the additional support
in seating, whilst still enabling access to activities at every
height necessary to facilitate engagement with their
parents/carers and peers. The Bee range includes a
choice of four different bases – from simple and affordable
fixed-height options through to fully adjustable
multi-height designs, there is something to suit every
environment and budget, so no child misses out!

Included as standard with every
Bee seating unit and also
available as an additional
accessory, this is a simple
headrest for children who require
only very minimal head support.
Can be used to extend the back
pad height as the child and in
addition to any other compatible
Jenx headrest.

Jenx Multigrip™
The original Jenx Multigrip™ headrest is a unique and
pioneering design, carefully developed to mimic the
infinitely adjustable support offered by caring hands.
Individual fingers on the Multigrip™ are adjusted to
cushion, support and control almost any head position.
Highly padded, removable and washable covers make
Jenx Multigrip™ head supports a practical solution for
almost any child. Multigrip™ head supports are available
in a range of different length and height options, all
including a choice of highly flexible fixing bracket, giving
adjustment for height, depth and angle. Through this
combination there is scope to block areas that may
otherwise pose a hazard to children prone to getting their
heads stuck beneath more conventional headrest designs.

Multigrip™ Shoulder Protractor

Exclusively to the Jenx Bee, Multigrip™ technology is also
available as a highly flexible shoulder protractor.

Visit jenx.com for additional
product details.

A unique and innovative
Jenx design, the
trademarked Multigrip™
shoulder protractor is
available exclusively on
the bee. Cushioned
fingers provide flexible
support and it simply
slots into place beneath
the headrest,
encouraging children to
bring arms into midline.

Simply Velcro into place
to give additional lumbar
support.

Additional Back Pad
A deeper 50mm backpad to
reduce the seat depth for really
small children. Simply Velcro
into place behind the standard
25mm back pad – easily
removed when no longer
needed.

Long-Leg Sitting Extension
Easily and firmly attached
and removed with just
two screws, the long leg
sitting board can be used
permanently or
intermittently for very
young children or those
needing an extra stretch
to the thighs or calves. Adjustable support blocks firmly
Velcro on. All other settings remain unchanged making
the change from regular to long leg sitting quick and
easy.

Foam Blocks
A pair of foam blocks
which can be used to fill
gaps or provide additional
support or cushioning
wherever it is needed.
Covered in wipe clean PU
fabric.

Waistcoat Harness

Activity Frame

Wooden Low Base

Sandal Raising Blocks

Provides additional trunk support
to children with low tone. Attach,
detach and flip away in seconds
with a single hand – no tools
required.

Great for encouraging
head control and
hand/eye co-ordination.
Easy to attach and adjust.
Comes with two clips for
attaching toys or other
items.

Exceptional value, the
Jenx Wooden Low Base
for the Bee Seating
System offers fixed
height seating (400mm)
which is compact,
economical and stylish.
It features lockable swivel
castors and Tilt-In-Space
with a recline to 20°.

Available for every size of Jenx
sandals, the raising block kits
give the sandals that extra bit of
height where needed! Use to
accommodate for leg length
discrepancy or use to
raise the height of the
footplate on any
product to maximise
the available growth.

Footplate Pad

NB: One kit needed per
individual sandal.

Armrests
Provided as a pair, the Jenx
armrests are independently
adjustable for height and
angle. Clear markings
make it easy to set the
armrests at the correct
height.
NB: Required for using a
tray.

Nursery Tray
A useful surface for work,
feeding or play, made from
food grade plastic providing
a hygienic and easy to
clean surface. Contrasting
tray edging gives a definitive
boundary particularly useful
for children with visual impairments and is also raised to
allow toys or other items to be securely fastened in
place. It’s also available with reduced cut-out for babies
and small children.
NB: Suction toys, anchors or grab bars will not work
with this tray – to use these items with the Bee please
see the nursery laminate tray.

Nursery Laminate Tray
A useful surface for work,
feeding or play, made from
composite laminate
providing a hygienic and
easy to clean surface.
Contrasting tray edging
gives a definitive boundary particularly useful for children
with visual impairments and is also raised to allow toys
or other items to be securely fastened in place. Perfect
surface for use with suction toys, anchors or grab bars.

Padding on Tray Edge
Extra cushioning for the
tray edge adjacent to the
child. Attaches simply with
Velcro and is covered in
wipe-clean PU fabric.

Jenx Bee Technical Specifications

Seating

Units

Bee
NM01

mths/yrs

4mths - 5yrs

kg/lbs

25 / 55

Back Angle (recline/prone)

degrees

10º - 15º

Back Pad Height (seat to top min/max)

mm/inch

270 - 360 / 10½ - 14

Booties

X-Base (footprint)

mm/inch

610 - 620 / 24 - 24½

Available for the smallest
Jenx seating systems,
booties provide gentle
and comfortable support
for tiny feet even without
shoes. They are soft and
extra padded with no
fiddly straps, press studs
or buckles.

Y-Base (footprint)

mm/inch

650 - 780 / 25½ - 30¾

Wooden Base (footprint)

mm/inch

500 - 600 / 19¾ - 23½

Chest Width (min/max)

mm/inch

150 - 270 / 6 - 10½

Hip Width (min/max)

mm/inch

130 - 250 / 5 - 9¾

Seat Height From Floor (X-Base min/max)

mm/inch

340 - 510 / 13¼ - 20

Seat Height From Floor (Y-Base min/max)

mm/inch

285 - 750 / 11¼ - 29½

Knee Block

Seat Height From Floor (Wooden Low Base/High Base)

mm/inch

400 - 550 / 15¾ - 21½

Easy to use knee block
with fully adjustable knee
cups which can be used
to control legs and create
abduction or adduction
or control windsweeping.

Seat Depth

mm/inch

110 - 350 / 4¼ - 13¾

Lower Leg Length

mm/inch

95 - 345 / 3¾ - 13½

Depth With Long Leg Conversion (min/max)

mm/inch

370 - 560 / 14½ - 22

Tilt-In-Space Angle (X and Y Base recline/prone)

degrees

30º - 10º

Tilt-In-Space Angle (Wooden Base Recline)

degrees

20º

Grab Bar
Perfect for
children who
need to fix one
hand to increase
functionality.

Abduction Blocks
Available in two
sizes providing
different levels of
abducted seating.

Attach to the footplate to give a
softer surface for children who
don’t need more structured foot
positioning.

Sandals
Available in 4 different sizes to
accommodate any size of foot,
even when wearing splints, Jenx
sandals are interchangeable
across the entire range of Jenx
seating and standing products.

Always Adaptable

X-Base
A compact, robust and cost
effective base with high-low
and tilt-in-space functionality.
With lockable, swivel castors
and a height range of
340-510mm. Tilt-In-Space
30° recline – 10° prone.

Age Range (approx)
Max User Weight

Standing

Sleeping

Therapy

Bee by Jenx
A fully adjustable, modular seating system specifically designed
for young children from 4 months – 5 years

Always here

To arrange a demonstration or assessment with the Jenx Bee seating system,
just get in touch!

My name is:

Y-Base

Please ring me on:

The most flexible base in
the Jenx range, the Y-base
offers a huge range of
height adjustment alongside
tilt-in-space functionality
and lockable, swivel
castors. Tilt-in-Space 30°
recline – 10° prone .

Or email me at:

Always Supportive…

Wooden High Base
Tray Elbow Blocks
Used to encourage arms
into a midline position
and/or to block
excessive retraction.

Exceptional value, the Jenx
Wooden High Base for the
Bee Seating System offers
fixed height seating (550mm)
which is compact,
economical and stylish.
It features lockable swivel
castors and Tilt-In-Space
with a recline to 20°.

Jenx Limited, Wardsend Road, Sheffield S6 1RQ, United Kingdom
tel: +44 (0) 114 285 3376
email: export@jenx.com
web:www.jenx.com

Visit jenx.com for more information.
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Waistcoat Harness

Activity Frame

Wooden Low Base

Sandal Raising Blocks

Provides additional trunk support
to children with low tone. Attach,
detach and flip away in seconds
with a single hand – no tools
required.

Great for encouraging
head control and
hand/eye co-ordination.
Easy to attach and adjust.
Comes with two clips for
attaching toys or other
items.

Exceptional value, the
Jenx Wooden Low Base
for the Bee Seating
System offers fixed
height seating (400mm)
which is compact,
economical and stylish.
It features lockable swivel
castors and Tilt-In-Space
with a recline to 20°.

Available for every size of Jenx
sandals, the raising block kits
give the sandals that extra bit of
height where needed! Use to
accommodate for leg length
discrepancy or use to
raise the height of the
footplate on any
product to maximise
the available growth.

Footplate Pad

NB: One kit needed per
individual sandal.

Armrests
Provided as a pair, the Jenx
armrests are independently
adjustable for height and
angle. Clear markings
make it easy to set the
armrests at the correct
height.
NB: Required for using a
tray.

Nursery Tray
A useful surface for work,
feeding or play, made from
food grade plastic providing
a hygienic and easy to
clean surface. Contrasting
tray edging gives a definitive
boundary particularly useful
for children with visual impairments and is also raised to
allow toys or other items to be securely fastened in
place. It’s also available with reduced cut-out for babies
and small children.
NB: Suction toys, anchors or grab bars will not work
with this tray – to use these items with the Bee please
see the nursery laminate tray.

Nursery Laminate Tray
A useful surface for work,
feeding or play, made from
composite laminate
providing a hygienic and
easy to clean surface.
Contrasting tray edging
gives a definitive boundary particularly useful for children
with visual impairments and is also raised to allow toys
or other items to be securely fastened in place. Perfect
surface for use with suction toys, anchors or grab bars.

Padding on Tray Edge
Extra cushioning for the
tray edge adjacent to the
child. Attaches simply with
Velcro and is covered in
wipe-clean PU fabric.

Jenx Bee Technical Specifications

Seating

Units

Bee
NM01

mths/yrs

4mths - 5yrs

kg/lbs

25 / 55

Back Angle (recline/prone)

degrees

10º - 15º

Back Pad Height (seat to top min/max)

mm/inch

270 - 360 / 10½ - 14

Booties

X-Base (footprint)

mm/inch

610 - 620 / 24 - 24½

Available for the smallest
Jenx seating systems,
booties provide gentle
and comfortable support
for tiny feet even without
shoes. They are soft and
extra padded with no
fiddly straps, press studs
or buckles.

Y-Base (footprint)

mm/inch

650 - 780 / 25½ - 30¾

Wooden Base (footprint)

mm/inch

500 - 600 / 19¾ - 23½

Chest Width (min/max)

mm/inch

150 - 270 / 6 - 10½

Hip Width (min/max)

mm/inch

130 - 250 / 5 - 9¾

Seat Height From Floor (X-Base min/max)

mm/inch

340 - 510 / 13¼ - 20

Seat Height From Floor (Y-Base min/max)

mm/inch

285 - 750 / 11¼ - 29½

Knee Block

Seat Height From Floor (Wooden Low Base/High Base)

mm/inch

400 - 550 / 15¾ - 21½

Easy to use knee block
with fully adjustable knee
cups which can be used
to control legs and create
abduction or adduction
or control windsweeping.

Seat Depth

mm/inch

110 - 350 / 4¼ - 13¾

Lower Leg Length

mm/inch

95 - 345 / 3¾ - 13½

Depth With Long Leg Conversion (min/max)

mm/inch

370 - 560 / 14½ - 22

Tilt-In-Space Angle (X and Y Base recline/prone)

degrees

30º - 10º

Tilt-In-Space Angle (Wooden Base Recline)

degrees

20º

Grab Bar
Perfect for
children who
need to fix one
hand to increase
functionality.

Abduction Blocks
Available in two
sizes providing
different levels of
abducted seating.

Attach to the footplate to give a
softer surface for children who
don’t need more structured foot
positioning.

Sandals
Available in 4 different sizes to
accommodate any size of foot,
even when wearing splints, Jenx
sandals are interchangeable
across the entire range of Jenx
seating and standing products.

Always Adaptable

X-Base
A compact, robust and cost
effective base with high-low
and tilt-in-space functionality.
With lockable, swivel castors
and a height range of
340-510mm. Tilt-In-Space
30° recline – 10° prone.

Age Range (approx)
Max User Weight

Standing

Sleeping

Therapy

Bee by Jenx
A fully adjustable, modular seating system specifically designed
for young children from 4 months – 5 years

Always here

To arrange a demonstration or assessment with the Jenx Bee seating system,
just get in touch!

My name is:

Y-Base

Please ring me on:

The most flexible base in
the Jenx range, the Y-base
offers a huge range of
height adjustment alongside
tilt-in-space functionality
and lockable, swivel
castors. Tilt-in-Space 30°
recline – 10° prone .

Or email me at:

Always Supportive…

Wooden High Base
Tray Elbow Blocks
Used to encourage arms
into a midline position
and/or to block
excessive retraction.

Exceptional value, the Jenx
Wooden High Base for the
Bee Seating System offers
fixed height seating (550mm)
which is compact,
economical and stylish.
It features lockable swivel
castors and Tilt-In-Space
with a recline to 20°.
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tel: +44 (0) 114 285 3376
email: export@jenx.com
web:www.jenx.com
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Waistcoat Harness

Activity Frame

Wooden Low Base

Sandal Raising Blocks

Provides additional trunk support
to children with low tone. Attach,
detach and flip away in seconds
with a single hand – no tools
required.

Great for encouraging
head control and
hand/eye co-ordination.
Easy to attach and adjust.
Comes with two clips for
attaching toys or other
items.

Exceptional value, the
Jenx Wooden Low Base
for the Bee Seating
System offers fixed
height seating (400mm)
which is compact,
economical and stylish.
It features lockable swivel
castors and Tilt-In-Space
with a recline to 20°.

Available for every size of Jenx
sandals, the raising block kits
give the sandals that extra bit of
height where needed! Use to
accommodate for leg length
discrepancy or use to
raise the height of the
footplate on any
product to maximise
the available growth.

Footplate Pad

NB: One kit needed per
individual sandal.

Armrests
Provided as a pair, the Jenx
armrests are independently
adjustable for height and
angle. Clear markings
make it easy to set the
armrests at the correct
height.
NB: Required for using a
tray.

Nursery Tray
A useful surface for work,
feeding or play, made from
food grade plastic providing
a hygienic and easy to
clean surface. Contrasting
tray edging gives a definitive
boundary particularly useful
for children with visual impairments and is also raised to
allow toys or other items to be securely fastened in
place. It’s also available with reduced cut-out for babies
and small children.
NB: Suction toys, anchors or grab bars will not work
with this tray – to use these items with the Bee please
see the nursery laminate tray.

Nursery Laminate Tray
A useful surface for work,
feeding or play, made from
composite laminate
providing a hygienic and
easy to clean surface.
Contrasting tray edging
gives a definitive boundary particularly useful for children
with visual impairments and is also raised to allow toys
or other items to be securely fastened in place. Perfect
surface for use with suction toys, anchors or grab bars.

Padding on Tray Edge
Extra cushioning for the
tray edge adjacent to the
child. Attaches simply with
Velcro and is covered in
wipe-clean PU fabric.

Jenx Bee Technical Specifications

Seating

Units

Bee
NM01

mths/yrs

4mths - 5yrs

kg/lbs

25 / 55

Back Angle (recline/prone)

degrees

10º - 15º

Back Pad Height (seat to top min/max)

mm/inch

270 - 360 / 10½ - 14

Booties

X-Base (footprint)

mm/inch

610 - 620 / 24 - 24½

Available for the smallest
Jenx seating systems,
booties provide gentle
and comfortable support
for tiny feet even without
shoes. They are soft and
extra padded with no
fiddly straps, press studs
or buckles.

Y-Base (footprint)

mm/inch

650 - 780 / 25½ - 30¾

Wooden Base (footprint)

mm/inch

500 - 600 / 19¾ - 23½

Chest Width (min/max)

mm/inch

150 - 270 / 6 - 10½

Hip Width (min/max)

mm/inch

130 - 250 / 5 - 9¾

Seat Height From Floor (X-Base min/max)

mm/inch

340 - 510 / 13¼ - 20

Seat Height From Floor (Y-Base min/max)

mm/inch

285 - 750 / 11¼ - 29½

Knee Block

Seat Height From Floor (Wooden Low Base/High Base)

mm/inch

400 - 550 / 15¾ - 21½

Easy to use knee block
with fully adjustable knee
cups which can be used
to control legs and create
abduction or adduction
or control windsweeping.

Seat Depth

mm/inch

110 - 350 / 4¼ - 13¾

Lower Leg Length

mm/inch

95 - 345 / 3¾ - 13½

Depth With Long Leg Conversion (min/max)

mm/inch

370 - 560 / 14½ - 22

Tilt-In-Space Angle (X and Y Base recline/prone)

degrees

30º - 10º

Tilt-In-Space Angle (Wooden Base Recline)

degrees

20º

Grab Bar
Perfect for
children who
need to fix one
hand to increase
functionality.

Abduction Blocks
Available in two
sizes providing
different levels of
abducted seating.

Attach to the footplate to give a
softer surface for children who
don’t need more structured foot
positioning.

Sandals
Available in 4 different sizes to
accommodate any size of foot,
even when wearing splints, Jenx
sandals are interchangeable
across the entire range of Jenx
seating and standing products.

Always Adaptable

X-Base
A compact, robust and cost
effective base with high-low
and tilt-in-space functionality.
With lockable, swivel castors
and a height range of
340-510mm. Tilt-In-Space
30° recline – 10° prone.

Age Range (approx)
Max User Weight

Standing

Sleeping

Therapy

Bee by Jenx
A fully adjustable, modular seating system specifically designed
for young children from 4 months – 5 years

Always here

To arrange a demonstration or assessment with the Jenx Bee seating system,
just get in touch!

My name is:

Y-Base

Please ring me on:

The most flexible base in
the Jenx range, the Y-base
offers a huge range of
height adjustment alongside
tilt-in-space functionality
and lockable, swivel
castors. Tilt-in-Space 30°
recline – 10° prone .

Or email me at:

Always Supportive…

Wooden High Base
Tray Elbow Blocks
Used to encourage arms
into a midline position
and/or to block
excessive retraction.

Exceptional value, the Jenx
Wooden High Base for the
Bee Seating System offers
fixed height seating (550mm)
which is compact,
economical and stylish.
It features lockable swivel
castors and Tilt-In-Space
with a recline to 20°.
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tel: +44 (0) 114 285 3376
email: export@jenx.com
web:www.jenx.com

Visit jenx.com for more information.
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Always Configurable

Accessories
Accessories

The Jenx Monkey standing frame comes complete with:
•
•
•
•

Chest, hip and leg support boards
Chest and hip straps
Footboard
4 lockable, swivel castors

Jenx Monkey Technical Specifications

• Adjustable chest, hip and leg positioning pads
• Intergrated angle adjustable tray with bowl
• Size 1 sandals

Units

NR-50 Prone

Sandals

Sandal Raising blocks

Angle Range

degrees

20˚-90˚

Available in 4 different sizes
to accommodate any size of
foot, even when wearing
splints, Jenx sandals are
interchangeable across the
entire range of Jenx seating
and standing products.
Straps open from the back facilitating easy stand
transfers into prone standing.
NB: Monkey comes with size 1 sandals as standard –
larger children or children wearing splints may find size
2 sandals more appropriate. Sizes 3 & 4 are not
appropriate for use with Monkey.

Available for every size of Jenx
sandals, the raising block kits
give the sandals that extra bit of
height where needed! Use to
accommodate for leg length
discrepancy or use to raise the
height of the footplate on any
product to maximise the
available growth.

Age Range (approx)

mths/yrs

9mths-4yrs

Base Size

mm/inch

575 - 880 / 22½ - 34½

Chest Height (footplate to top of chest pad) (min/max)

mm/inch

510-750 / 20 - 29½

Chest Pad Width

mm/inch

150-235 / 6 - 9¼

Hip Pad Width

mm/inch

150-235 / 6 - 9¼

kg/lbs

25 / 55

Tray Depth

mm/inch

360 / 14

Grab bar

Great for encouraging head
control and hand/eye
co-ordination. Easy to attach and
adjust. Comes with two clips for
attaching toys or other items.

Tray Width

mm/inch

530 / 21

Perfect for children who
need to fix one hand to
increase functionality.

NB: One kit needed per individual sandal.

Activity Frame

Always Adaptable

Max User Weight

Monkey by Jenx
A simple, yet highly adjustable standing system, that provides prone to
upright positioning for children from 9 months to 4 years old

Always here

To arrange a demonstration or assessment with the Jenx Monkey standing system,
just get in touch!

My name is:
Please ring me on:
Or email me at:

Always Supportive…
Seating

Visit jenx.com for more information.

Code: NR/Jenx/2014

Standing

Standing

Sleeping

Therapy

Mobility

Bathroom

Monkey Prone Stander by Jenx

Specifically designed to appeal to young children and their families, the Jenx Monkey is an ideal fun and gentle introduction to
standing. Offering smooth and easy angle adjustment, even with the child in the product, the Monkey can go from upright at 90° right
down to 20° prone – perfect for gradually building tolerance to standing as part of a therapy programme. The capacity for outstanding
thoracic and pelvic support coupled with flexible leg positioning make the Monkey prone stander a great option for almost every child.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Always Encouraging...
Every position a child adopts has an effect on their development
and functional movement now and in the future.
Aids
respiration
& speech

Improves blood
pressure &
circulation

De-rotational Thoracic and Pelvic
Straps, with Lateral Support Pads.
Straps fasten in the centre and adjust
independently from either side, enabling
a mid-line position to be achieved and
maintained. Buckles and Velcro mean
that, once adjusted correctly, the straps
can be fixed making it difficult for
siblings or classmates to tamper with
and keeping everything looking neat
and tidy!

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Integral Angle
Adjustable Tray
Provided as standard, with
both bowl and smooth tray
infill for a wide variety of
different activities.

Helps digestion,
bowel & bladder
emptying

Helps relieve
pressure created
during sitting

Encourages
bone & muscle
development

Supports pelvis,
thighs & feet so
children can join
in everyday
activity

Provides new
independence
& increases
social skills

Assists freedom
to explore
& participate

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Symmetrical
Adjusting Hip
Straps
INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Fastened in the centre
and then adjusted from
either side, which keep
a child’s hips in mid
line. This is the key
feature that keeps your
child close to the
standing support.

Removable
Abduction Block
Provided as standard to
help create and support
an abducted standing
posture.

Always Thoughtful
Bright and Friendly
The first diagnosis of a child’s special needs is very
difficult for parents who have to learn a whole new
vocabulary and deal with equipment and treatments
that are new and bewildering. With this in mind, the
Jenx Monkey has been carefully designed to offer the
best in early intervention support in a gentle, bright and
friendly way. Parents often comment on the huge
difference this thoughtful design has had in helping
them accept and use standing equipment for their very
young children.

Angle can be adjusted
with the child in the
standing frame.

Adjustable and Safe Hip & Chest Strap
The innovative straps close in the centre and are
adjusted at each end for length. By adjusting the straps
in this way you can ensure the child is positioned
symmetrically – helping to keep them upright and
comfortable and maximising the benefits of standing.

Angle Adjustment
Each child will have a slightly different posture in
standing and need slightly different support. The angle
of the support surface can be adjusted from 20° prone
through to upright, 90°. And, because the adjustment is
infinite, Monkey can be set to exactly the right angle for
each individual child. This means a child’s progress can
be monitored and the angle of the board altered in line
with changes in their ability.
Comfortable Upholstery
Fully upholstered chest, hip and leg boards help make
standing more comfortable for children, which helps to
increase their tolerance of standing. A happier and
more comfortable child will spend longer standing and
more time reaping the benefits of all that standing
offers.

Children gain huge
psychological benefits
from standing, as well
as important physical
and development
changes.

Smooth & Simple
Angle Adjustment

Outstanding
features and benefits

Quick, Simple and Easy to Use
There are many reasons why the Jenx Monkey is
probably the most popular infant prone stander
available! Monkey comes as a complete unit meaning
that what you receive out of the box is ready to be
quickly and easily set up (with very few adjustments
required) so your child can start using it straight away!

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Flexible Growth
The chest and hip boards can be independently altered
and fixed allowing you to accommodate the exact
proportions of each child.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Sandal Straps
Sandals fully open at the back,
making self transfers easier for the
child and carer.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Independently Adjustable Thoracic
and Pelvic Boards
Allowing the exact proportions of each
individual child to be catered for, whilst also
giving scope to avoid pressure on delicate
areas such as feeding buttons.

Visit jenx.com for additional
product details.

Monkey Prone Stander by Jenx

Specifically designed to appeal to young children and their families, the Jenx Monkey is an ideal fun and gentle introduction to
standing. Offering smooth and easy angle adjustment, even with the child in the product, the Monkey can go from upright at 90° right
down to 20° prone – perfect for gradually building tolerance to standing as part of a therapy programme. The capacity for outstanding
thoracic and pelvic support coupled with flexible leg positioning make the Monkey prone stander a great option for almost every child.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Always Encouraging...
Every position a child adopts has an effect on their development
and functional movement now and in the future.
Aids
respiration
& speech

Improves blood
pressure &
circulation

De-rotational Thoracic and Pelvic
Straps, with Lateral Support Pads.
Straps fasten in the centre and adjust
independently from either side, enabling
a mid-line position to be achieved and
maintained. Buckles and Velcro mean
that, once adjusted correctly, the straps
can be fixed making it difficult for
siblings or classmates to tamper with
and keeping everything looking neat
and tidy!

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Integral Angle
Adjustable Tray
Provided as standard, with
both bowl and smooth tray
infill for a wide variety of
different activities.

Helps digestion,
bowel & bladder
emptying

Helps relieve
pressure created
during sitting

Encourages
bone & muscle
development

Supports pelvis,
thighs & feet so
children can join
in everyday
activity

Provides new
independence
& increases
social skills

Assists freedom
to explore
& participate

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Symmetrical
Adjusting Hip
Straps
INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Fastened in the centre
and then adjusted from
either side, which keep
a child’s hips in mid
line. This is the key
feature that keeps your
child close to the
standing support.

Removable
Abduction Block
Provided as standard to
help create and support
an abducted standing
posture.

Always Thoughtful
Bright and Friendly
The first diagnosis of a child’s special needs is very
difficult for parents who have to learn a whole new
vocabulary and deal with equipment and treatments
that are new and bewildering. With this in mind, the
Jenx Monkey has been carefully designed to offer the
best in early intervention support in a gentle, bright and
friendly way. Parents often comment on the huge
difference this thoughtful design has had in helping
them accept and use standing equipment for their very
young children.

Angle can be adjusted
with the child in the
standing frame.

Adjustable and Safe Hip & Chest Strap
The innovative straps close in the centre and are
adjusted at each end for length. By adjusting the straps
in this way you can ensure the child is positioned
symmetrically – helping to keep them upright and
comfortable and maximising the benefits of standing.

Angle Adjustment
Each child will have a slightly different posture in
standing and need slightly different support. The angle
of the support surface can be adjusted from 20° prone
through to upright, 90°. And, because the adjustment is
infinite, Monkey can be set to exactly the right angle for
each individual child. This means a child’s progress can
be monitored and the angle of the board altered in line
with changes in their ability.
Comfortable Upholstery
Fully upholstered chest, hip and leg boards help make
standing more comfortable for children, which helps to
increase their tolerance of standing. A happier and
more comfortable child will spend longer standing and
more time reaping the benefits of all that standing
offers.

Children gain huge
psychological benefits
from standing, as well
as important physical
and development
changes.

Smooth & Simple
Angle Adjustment

Outstanding
features and benefits

Quick, Simple and Easy to Use
There are many reasons why the Jenx Monkey is
probably the most popular infant prone stander
available! Monkey comes as a complete unit meaning
that what you receive out of the box is ready to be
quickly and easily set up (with very few adjustments
required) so your child can start using it straight away!

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Flexible Growth
The chest and hip boards can be independently altered
and fixed allowing you to accommodate the exact
proportions of each child.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Sandal Straps
Sandals fully open at the back,
making self transfers easier for the
child and carer.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Independently Adjustable Thoracic
and Pelvic Boards
Allowing the exact proportions of each
individual child to be catered for, whilst also
giving scope to avoid pressure on delicate
areas such as feeding buttons.

Visit jenx.com for additional
product details.

Monkey Prone Stander by Jenx

Specifically designed to appeal to young children and their families, the Jenx Monkey is an ideal fun and gentle introduction to
standing. Offering smooth and easy angle adjustment, even with the child in the product, the Monkey can go from upright at 90° right
down to 20° prone – perfect for gradually building tolerance to standing as part of a therapy programme. The capacity for outstanding
thoracic and pelvic support coupled with flexible leg positioning make the Monkey prone stander a great option for almost every child.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Always Encouraging...
Every position a child adopts has an effect on their development
and functional movement now and in the future.
Aids
respiration
& speech

Improves blood
pressure &
circulation

De-rotational Thoracic and Pelvic
Straps, with Lateral Support Pads.
Straps fasten in the centre and adjust
independently from either side, enabling
a mid-line position to be achieved and
maintained. Buckles and Velcro mean
that, once adjusted correctly, the straps
can be fixed making it difficult for
siblings or classmates to tamper with
and keeping everything looking neat
and tidy!

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Integral Angle
Adjustable Tray
Provided as standard, with
both bowl and smooth tray
infill for a wide variety of
different activities.

Helps digestion,
bowel & bladder
emptying

Helps relieve
pressure created
during sitting

Encourages
bone & muscle
development

Supports pelvis,
thighs & feet so
children can join
in everyday
activity

Provides new
independence
& increases
social skills

Assists freedom
to explore
& participate

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Symmetrical
Adjusting Hip
Straps
INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Fastened in the centre
and then adjusted from
either side, which keep
a child’s hips in mid
line. This is the key
feature that keeps your
child close to the
standing support.

Removable
Abduction Block
Provided as standard to
help create and support
an abducted standing
posture.

Always Thoughtful
Bright and Friendly
The first diagnosis of a child’s special needs is very
difficult for parents who have to learn a whole new
vocabulary and deal with equipment and treatments
that are new and bewildering. With this in mind, the
Jenx Monkey has been carefully designed to offer the
best in early intervention support in a gentle, bright and
friendly way. Parents often comment on the huge
difference this thoughtful design has had in helping
them accept and use standing equipment for their very
young children.

Angle can be adjusted
with the child in the
standing frame.

Adjustable and Safe Hip & Chest Strap
The innovative straps close in the centre and are
adjusted at each end for length. By adjusting the straps
in this way you can ensure the child is positioned
symmetrically – helping to keep them upright and
comfortable and maximising the benefits of standing.

Angle Adjustment
Each child will have a slightly different posture in
standing and need slightly different support. The angle
of the support surface can be adjusted from 20° prone
through to upright, 90°. And, because the adjustment is
infinite, Monkey can be set to exactly the right angle for
each individual child. This means a child’s progress can
be monitored and the angle of the board altered in line
with changes in their ability.
Comfortable Upholstery
Fully upholstered chest, hip and leg boards help make
standing more comfortable for children, which helps to
increase their tolerance of standing. A happier and
more comfortable child will spend longer standing and
more time reaping the benefits of all that standing
offers.

Children gain huge
psychological benefits
from standing, as well
as important physical
and development
changes.

Smooth & Simple
Angle Adjustment

Outstanding
features and benefits

Quick, Simple and Easy to Use
There are many reasons why the Jenx Monkey is
probably the most popular infant prone stander
available! Monkey comes as a complete unit meaning
that what you receive out of the box is ready to be
quickly and easily set up (with very few adjustments
required) so your child can start using it straight away!

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Flexible Growth
The chest and hip boards can be independently altered
and fixed allowing you to accommodate the exact
proportions of each child.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Sandal Straps
Sandals fully open at the back,
making self transfers easier for the
child and carer.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Independently Adjustable Thoracic
and Pelvic Boards
Allowing the exact proportions of each
individual child to be catered for, whilst also
giving scope to avoid pressure on delicate
areas such as feeding buttons.

Visit jenx.com for additional
product details.

Always Configurable

Accessories
Accessories

The Jenx Monkey standing frame comes complete with:
•
•
•
•

Chest, hip and leg support boards
Chest and hip straps
Footboard
4 lockable, swivel castors

Jenx Monkey Technical Specifications

• Adjustable chest, hip and leg positioning pads
• Intergrated angle adjustable tray with bowl
• Size 1 sandals

Units

NR-50 Prone

Sandals

Sandal Raising blocks

Angle Range

degrees

20˚-90˚

Available in 4 different sizes
to accommodate any size of
foot, even when wearing
splints, Jenx sandals are
interchangeable across the
entire range of Jenx seating
and standing products.
Straps open from the back facilitating easy stand
transfers into prone standing.
NB: Monkey comes with size 1 sandals as standard –
larger children or children wearing splints may find size
2 sandals more appropriate. Sizes 3 & 4 are not
appropriate for use with Monkey.

Available for every size of Jenx
sandals, the raising block kits
give the sandals that extra bit of
height where needed! Use to
accommodate for leg length
discrepancy or use to raise the
height of the footplate on any
product to maximise the
available growth.

Age Range (approx)

mths/yrs

9mths-4yrs

Base Size

mm/inch

575 - 880 / 22½ - 34½

Chest Height (footplate to top of chest pad) (min/max)

mm/inch

510-750 / 20 - 29½

Chest Pad Width

mm/inch

150-235 / 6 - 9¼

Hip Pad Width

mm/inch

150-235 / 6 - 9¼

kg/lbs

25 / 55

Tray Depth

mm/inch

360 / 14

Grab bar

Great for encouraging head
control and hand/eye
co-ordination. Easy to attach and
adjust. Comes with two clips for
attaching toys or other items.

Tray Width

mm/inch

530 / 21

Perfect for children who
need to fix one hand to
increase functionality.

NB: One kit needed per individual sandal.

Activity Frame

Always Adaptable

Max User Weight

Monkey by Jenx
A simple, yet highly adjustable standing system, that provides prone to
upright positioning for children from 9 months to 4 years old

Always here

To arrange a demonstration or assessment with the Jenx Monkey standing system,
just get in touch!

My name is:
Please ring me on:
Or email me at:

Always Supportive…
Seating

Visit jenx.com for more information.

Code: NR/Jenx/2014

Standing

Standing

Sleeping

Therapy

Mobility

Bathroom

Always Configurable

Accessories
Accessories

The Jenx Monkey standing frame comes complete with:
•
•
•
•

Chest, hip and leg support boards
Chest and hip straps
Footboard
4 lockable, swivel castors

Jenx Monkey Technical Specifications

• Adjustable chest, hip and leg positioning pads
• Intergrated angle adjustable tray with bowl
• Size 1 sandals

Units

NR-50 Prone

Sandals

Sandal Raising blocks

Angle Range

degrees

20˚-90˚

Available in 4 different sizes
to accommodate any size of
foot, even when wearing
splints, Jenx sandals are
interchangeable across the
entire range of Jenx seating
and standing products.
Straps open from the back facilitating easy stand
transfers into prone standing.
NB: Monkey comes with size 1 sandals as standard –
larger children or children wearing splints may find size
2 sandals more appropriate. Sizes 3 & 4 are not
appropriate for use with Monkey.

Available for every size of Jenx
sandals, the raising block kits
give the sandals that extra bit of
height where needed! Use to
accommodate for leg length
discrepancy or use to raise the
height of the footplate on any
product to maximise the
available growth.

Age Range (approx)

mths/yrs

9mths-4yrs

Base Size

mm/inch

575 - 880 / 22½ - 34½

Chest Height (footplate to top of chest pad) (min/max)

mm/inch

510-750 / 20 - 29½

Chest Pad Width

mm/inch

150-235 / 6 - 9¼

Hip Pad Width

mm/inch

150-235 / 6 - 9¼

kg/lbs

25 / 55

Tray Depth

mm/inch

360 / 14

Grab bar

Great for encouraging head
control and hand/eye
co-ordination. Easy to attach and
adjust. Comes with two clips for
attaching toys or other items.

Tray Width

mm/inch

530 / 21

Perfect for children who
need to fix one hand to
increase functionality.

NB: One kit needed per individual sandal.

Activity Frame

Always Adaptable

Max User Weight

Monkey by Jenx
A simple, yet highly adjustable standing system, that provides prone to
upright positioning for children from 9 months to 4 years old

Always here

To arrange a demonstration or assessment with the Jenx Monkey standing system,
just get in touch!

My name is:
Please ring me on:
Or email me at:

Always Supportive…
Seating

Visit jenx.com for more information.

Code: NR/Jenx/2014

Standing

Standing

Sleeping

Therapy

Mobility

Bathroom

Seating

Standing

Sleeping

Therapy

Prone Stander by Jenx
Adjustable Height
INNOVATIVE The length of the Prone
FEATURE

Prone Stander Size 2

Stander is continuously
adjustable, not
incrementally, which
offers every child just
the right length to
support them as
they stand.

Prone Stander Size 1

The Prone Stander with its slick black frame, is dedicated to assisted prone standing with the child supported at the front, and offers a
continuous range of angles so the optimum position for each child can be achieved. The Prone Stander aims to make standing enjoyable,
practical and simple to achieve for the user. The individual support pads can be adjusted in relation to each to ensure every child can be
properly supported. Children with longer bodies and shorter legs can be just as comfortable as those with shorter bodies and longer legs,
because the Prone Stander is adjustable which enables you to create the correct posture for every child.

Jenx Limited, Wardsend Road, Sheffield S6 1RQ, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 114 285 3376
Email: contact@jenx.com
www.jenx.com

Adjustable Hip Pads
INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Adjustable Chest Pad
These highly adjustable,
PU moulded supports can
be adjusted to offer different
widths, heights and angles
of support and help support
a child in symmetrical posture.

These supports are
adjustable for height,
distance from each
other and angle. They
carry the postural
support and safety
strap and create a
stable standing
position for a child.

INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

Moulded Supports
The Prone Stander
comes with fully
adjustable supports
made from
polyurethane
containing an
antimicrobial agent.

Angle Adjustable
INNOVATIVE
FEATURE

The Prone Stander can
be angled from 0° to 40°
providing a wide range
of choice for how the
child needs to be stood.

Prone Stander Size 1

Prone Stander by Jenx Technical Specifications
Units

PS03
Prone Stander 1

PS04
Prone Stander 2

Age Range (approx)

mths/yrs

Base Size

mm/inch

Tilt-in-Space (supine) (90° = upright)

degrees

40°- 0°

40°- 0°

kg/lb

55kg / 121lb

70kg / 154lb
230 - 350 / 9 - 13 ¾

Max User Weight

3yrs - 7yrs
900 x 650 / 35 ¼ x 25 ½

6yrs - 14yrs
650 x 995 / 25 ½ x 39 ¼

Chest Width (min/max)

mm/inch

190 - 290 / 7 ¼ - 11 ¼

Hip Width (min/max)

mm /inch

190 - 290 / 7 ¼ - 11 ¼

230 - 350 / 9 - 13 ¼

Hip Pad Height (min/max)

mm /inch

410 - 750 / 16 - 29 ½

480 - 960 / 18 ¾ - 37 ¾

Chest Height From Footplate (min/max)

mm /inch

660 - 1000 / 26 - 39 ¼

820 - 1270 / 32 ¼ - 50

Jenx Limited, Wardsend Road, Sheffield S6 1RQ, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 114 285 3376
Email: contact@jenx.com
www.jenx.com

